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Behind
the seniors

HR can give chief executives some invaluable prompts from the wings as they take to the stage with a new top team, Harvard researchers have found.

Any time there is a new leader in an organization, there is also a new top team. Sometimes that’s literally true: for example, when a new CEO arrives with some of the top talent from their previous organization. But more often, what’s different is the way the CEO wants to use the team – for information sharing only, for consultation on key decisions, or as the body that makes those decisions.

Let’s assume your new CEO wants to create a real team that makes key decisions for the enterprise. Can you help, even if you don’t sit on the team? We’re often asked this question by HR professionals and the simple answer is yes – you can help your top team to have a successful launch.

Our research on top teams around the world shows that beginnings are critical to their success. The launch of a team – the first few moments of its life – gives a CEO the chance to create the conditions that result in a great team (see panel, overlay). This is when the top leaders in the organization can

Few CEOs know just how porous the boundaries of their top teams are – or how detrimental that is to shared decision-making.

be shaped into a real team, rather than one that exists in name only, a team that can “land the plane” and come to decisions that all its members will back. So what can you, as an HR professional, do to help your CEO achieve the best team launch?

Before gathering senior leaders together for the first time, a CEO has to define team purpose, decide who should – and should not – be on the team, and prepare individual members for the roles they will play. You can help your CEO to meet the cognitive and emotional challenges posed by these activities even if you’re not present at the launch meeting itself. In fact, if you’re not a member of the team, you can be there for the meeting – not even in a fly-on-the-wall role. The launch meeting is a time when the team’s boundaries are set – a process that has to take place in private. However, you can still become a trusted advisor. Even if you have no direct relationship with the CEO, you can almost certainly build a good relationship with someone who does, and so help your CEO to take advantage of this
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crucial opportunity to get things on to the best trajectory.

One of the CEO’s first tasks is to clarify the top team’s purpose— to identify those tasks that only this group can do. That means highlighting core themes in the decisions the top team will make together, and finding the right words to describe these themes and make the purpose compelling. Arturo Barachona, former CEO of Aeroméxico, provides a good example of how this can be done. Realising that the formerly state-owned airline needed to differentiate itself from competitors by providing a superior service, he defined the leadership team’s core decisions as those that would bring victory to Aeroméxico in its “must-win battles.” Barachona created shared understanding in his leadership team by asking for each must-win battle: “How would we explain this to our employees? What measures would tell us we were successful?” Answers to these questions allowed him to create and clarify a compelling team purpose.

In your advisory role, you could raise similar questions that would help the CEO to explore what they want from the leadership team. A good place to start is to ask what aspects of the business require close interaction and joint decision-making among the top leaders. What, in other words, is that team of leaders up for at this point in its life? What actions are important enough to be treated as their main job, rather than a sideline that matters less than what they do as individual leaders? And what are the critical few things that only this team of senior leaders, of all the people in the organisation, can accomplish? Through such questions, you can educate the CEO that team purpose must be challenging (but not impossible), consequential and, above all, clear. The CEO must then decide who should belong to the team, given its new purpose. That means also deciding who will not be on the core decision-making team. In fact, it’s quite likely your CEO will want more than one team. Our research shows that when a CEO attempts to accomplish too many things through one team, it can’t function. One leader: we came across who understood this was Brian Beamish, CEO of the Anglo-American group’s base metals division. When he took over this global division, its top team had ballooned to 14 people from four levels of management, representing operations, functions and business units around the world. This unwieldy structure allowed little room for true debate and the group made few vital decisions. Beamish re- assigned its members to three newly focused teams: a four-person decision-making executive committee that handled enterprise issues; a management committee focused on co-ordinating operations and division-wide initiatives; and an alignment team, composed of the top 40 divisional managers, which engaged in information-sharing across the business. Whatever leadership teams your organisation ends up with, you can help your CEO to think through the capabilities needed for each one. CEOs take a lot for granted when they compose their teams, often assuming that all their direct reports or existing team members have to be included in their own top team. But being asked tough questions about each potential member will prompt them to think about these issues in ways they might not otherwise have done. So ask your CEO if, for example, a particular individual is capable of taking an enterprise-wide perspective or can function only as the CFO. If someone lacks the ability to appreciate others’ concerns, there may be a way to get their input without making them a full-time team member.

The CEO needs to talk to executives about their roles in the new leadership team. In some cases this will mean having hard conversations with those who will not be invited to sit on the decision-making team, although most of these individuals will have a place in information-sharing or operations teams, such as those that Brian Beamish set up in his division. In other cases, these conversations should aim to bring individuals onto board the decision-making team and set out the CEO’s expectations. However, we discovered that startlingly few CEOs engaged in these conversations, so a critical role you can play here is to emphasise their importance and provide some insight into their content. Our research suggests that another vital role for HR professionals is to help the CEO prepare for and face up to the emotionally challenging job of taking people off the core team. Many avoid doing so until their teams are on a dangerous downward trajectory. Providing emotional support and a chance to rehearse those difficult conversations may be among the most helpful things you can do for any leader.

You can also help the CEO to prepare for the team launch meeting – the moment when they breathe life into the team. This means, first of all, articulating a purpose that gives the team a clear sense of direction and engages the energies of its members. The CEO must identify not only what decisions the team will make, but also explain why these particular decisions are on the list, how they are connected to the organisation’s strategy, and how they represent the team’s unique ability to add value to the business. Our research shows that few CEOs rehearse for this crucial meeting. While no leader we have seen goes unprepared to a meeting with a key strategic partner or customer, many of them gather their teams with little more than a sketch of the agenda. A successful team launch calls for a far less casual approach, with the CEO using carefully crafted language to explain the team’s composition, its core purpose and how that relates to the organisation’s strategic aspirations. By acting as a sounding board and providing honest feedback about what messages are coming across, you can help the leader to prepare for the launch meeting. You can also provide advice and brainstorm ideas about how the CEO can use the launch to solidify team boundaries and begin building a shared identity for the team. Few CEOs know just how porous the boundaries of their top teams are—or how detrimental that is to shared decision-making. In fact, only 11 of the 120 teams we studied were in perfect agreement about who was on the team! Symbolic acts can be used to create clear boundaries. In one global conglomerate we studied, the CEO recognised he had a hopeless herd of executives who were used to visiting being invited to join the core conversations, so a critical role you can play here is to emphasise their importance and provide some insight into their content. Our research suggests that another vital role for HR professionals is to help the CEO prepare for and face up to the emotionally challenging job of taking people off the core team. Many avoid doing so until their teams are on a dangerous downward trajectory. Providing emotional support and a chance to rehearse those difficult conversations may be among the most helpful things you can do for any leader.

The launch process we have just described, when conducted well, establishes what we identified in our research as the three essential conditions for creating an outstanding team: creating a real team, articulating a compelling direction and getting the right people on the team. The process also begins putting in place the three conditions we have described as “enablers” (see panel, below). We underline this point because it shows just how crucial your role can be in the launch of a top team, and how vital it is for you to treat the launch as the make-or-break chance it is. You can help your CEO to create a great top team, something that can take as little as five minutes to five minutes of the team’s life—or make your move too late and watch it fizzle. ■

THE RESEARCH PROJECT

Since 1998 we have studied more than 120 senior leadership teams from around the world. These teams lead entities ranging from small businesses to huge multinationals. They come from a range of industries and sizes and include organisations you may never have heard of, as well as many high-profile players. Using surveys, interviews and direct observation to study what differentiated superb leadership teams from struggling ones, we identified six conditions that CEOs could put in place to increase their chances of creating an outstanding team. These are ‘essentials’: creating a real team; clear and stable membership, articulating a compelling direction, and getting the right people on the team— and the wrong ones off. The other three are “enablers” that speed team development. These are giving the team a good structure, including meaningful task-aligned rewards; providing support; and coaching the team as a team. The same process can be used to launch a team that is struggling, facing changed market conditions or trying to achieve a new purpose.

How can HR help to create a great top team?

• Ask questions to help the CEO clarify team purpose.
• Help the CEO to identify the capabilities needed on the top team.
• Prepare the CEO for the emotionally challenging job of taking people off the team.
• Provide honest feedback when the CEO is preparing for the team launch.
• Offer ideas for using the launch to start building a top team.
• Help the CEO identify key working norms for the team.